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A B S T R A C T

A set of liquid crystal adaptive optics system for visible light is installed for 2-meter telescope in Changchun,
China. To get higher resolution images after adaptive optics, phase diversity (PD) is applied. Two liquid crystal
spatial light modulators were used for two polarized states of light, and they were also used for two channel
correction of focused image and diversity image. Observations about star HD 29139 were performed on March
23, 2018. The results of the star with the PD show that the full width half maximum was decreased from about
10 pixels to 4 pixels, corresponding to angular resolution improved from 0.5" to 0.2". The peak intensity was
improved by 66.7% after the PD. The root mean square of the wavefront estimated using the PD agrees with
the Strehl ratio of observed image after adaptive optics. The observed results indicate that the PD technique can
significantly improve the image resolution after liquid crystal adaptive optics.

1. Introduction

Adaptive optics (AO) is being used in many large aperture ground-
telescopes for astronomical observation [1–4]. We develop a set of
liquid crystal AO system (LC AOS) for the 2-m telescope at Changchun
Institute of Optics, Fine Mechanics and Physics, Chinese Academy of
Sciences. However, it is difficult to attain full compensation especially
for visible wavelengths. To improve image resolution after AO, some
image processing algorithms need be used [5–7]. Compared to other
methods, phase diversity (PD) can restore the point source as well as
extended objects and has a simple and easy-to-achieve optical layout.
Thus we apply the PD to improve the image quality.

The PD was firstly proposed by Gonsalves in 1979 [8]. This technique
uses a focused image and one or more images with known phase diver-
sity to reconstruct the wavefront and restore the image. In 1994, the PD
technique was applied to solar imaging system successfully [9,10]. It
improved the image resolution effectively by estimating the aberrations
resulting from atmospheric turbulence. In 2008, Mugnier et al. proposed
long-exposure PD technique which allows the PD technique can be used
for the long exposure AO corrected images for quasi-static aberrations
sensing and high-resolution image reconstructing [11]. After decades
of development, PD is no longer used just for AO wavefront sensing
and image post-processing [12,13], but also for optical misalignment
sensing in segmented aperture telescopes [14], sensing of non-common
path aberrations in AO systems [15], and complex magnitude sensing
of lasers [16].
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Liquid crystal spatial light modulators (LC SLMs) are widely used in
light field regulation [17] and has high pixel density, so it can easily
meet the demand for large actuator number for adaptive optics with
large aperture telescope. LC AOS has been deeply studied and achieved a
series of developments [18–20]. In 2002, Air Force Research Laboratory
introduced dual-frequency liquid crystal to astronomical adaptive optics
system and applied it on the AEOS 3.67-m telescope [21]. In 2012,
Z. Cao et al. performed an open-loop liquid crystal adaptive optics
correction experiment on a 1.2-m telescope [22]. A star with a visual
magnitude of 4.45 was corrected and 0.31′′ angular resolution was
achieved. In 2017, Z. Xu et al. applied PD technique to open loop
LC AOS, and improved the image resolution of optical USAF-1951
resolution test chart in the laboratory [23].

In this work, the PD technique is applied to LC AOS for 2-m telescope
in Changchun, China, where the atmosphere coherence length was about
5 cm. The observation about single star HD 29139 was performed on
March 23, 2018. The experimental results after the PD show that full
width half maximum (FWHM) of the star decreased from 10 pixels to 4
pixels, and the angular resolution correspondingly was improved from
0.5′′ to 0.2′′. The peak intensity was also improved. The root mean
square (RMS) of the wavefront estimated using the PD agrees with the
Strehl ratio (SR) of AO corrected image. The results indicate that the PD
technique can significantly improve the image resolution after LC AOS.
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Fig. 1. Optical setup of classic phase diversity technique.

Fig. 2. The optical layout of LC AOS. L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, L7 are lenses, TTM is tip/tilt mirror, LWPF is long wavelength pass filter, SH-WFS is Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor, PBS
is polarized beam splitter, M1 is mirror.

2. PD theory

The PD technique needs a focused image and an image with known
phase diversity. For brevity, diversity phase is defocus in the following
discussion. This PD can be done with simple optical setup as shown in
Fig. 1.

The focused image can be modeled as Eq. (1):

𝑔(𝐱) = 𝑓 (𝐱) ∗ ℎ(𝐱) + 𝑛(𝐱), (1)

where * stands for spatial convolution, g(x) is the focused image, x are
two-dimensional spatial coordinates, f (x) is the original object, n(x) is
the additive noise, h(x) is the point spread function, which includes
aberrations not only from optical systems, but also from propagation
medium, especially for atmosphere turbulence. h(x) can be written as:

ℎ(𝐱) = |𝐹𝑇 (𝑃 (𝐱) exp(𝑖𝜙(𝐱)))|2 , (2)

where P(x) is the pupil transfer function, 𝜑(x) is the averaged phase.
Phase can be expressed with the first n terms Zernike polynomials with
coefficient 𝑎𝑖:

𝜙(𝐱) =
𝑛
∑

𝑖=1
𝑎𝑖𝑍𝑖(𝐱). (3)

The other image can be similarly written as:

𝑔𝑑 (𝐱) = 𝑓 (𝐱) ∗ ℎ𝑑 (𝐱) + 𝑛𝑑 (𝐱), (4)

where the subscript d stands for phase diversity image. ℎ𝑑(x) can be
written as:

ℎ𝑑 (𝐱) = |

|

𝐹𝑇 (𝑃 (𝐱) exp(𝑖(𝜙(𝐱) + 𝜙𝑑 (𝐱))))||
2 , (5)

where 𝜑𝑑(x) is the known defocus, FT[] denotes the Fourier transform.
The merit function is then obtained based on the max likelihood:

𝐸 =
∑

𝐱
|𝑔(𝐱) − 𝑓 (𝐱) ∗ ℎ(𝐱)|2 + |

|

𝑔𝑑 (𝐱) − 𝑓 (𝐱) ∗ ℎ𝑑 (𝐱)||
2 + 𝐽 (𝑓 ), (6)

where J(f ) stands for a regularizing term. For PD merit function we
use a first order Tikhonov regularizing term [24], 𝐽 (𝑓 ) = 𝛾|𝑓 (x)|2.
From Eq. (6), the functions can be derived in the frequency domain as
follows:

𝐸 =
∑

𝐮

|

|

𝐺 (𝐮)𝐻 (𝐮) − 𝐺𝑑 (𝐮)𝐻𝑑 (𝐮)||
2

|𝐻 (𝐮)|2 + |

|

𝐻𝑑 (𝐮)||
2 + 𝛾

, (7)

𝑓 (𝑥) = 𝐹𝑇 −1

[

𝐻∗(𝐮)𝐺(𝐮) +𝐻∗
𝑑
(𝐮)𝐺𝑑 (𝐮)

|𝐻(𝐮)|2 + |

|

𝐻𝑑 (𝐮)||
2 + 𝛾

]

, (8)

u is a two-dimensional spatial frequency, 𝐹𝑇 −1[] denotes the inverse
Fourier transform, G(u), H(u), 𝐺𝑑(u), 𝐻𝑑(u) are the Fourier transform of
g(x), h(x), 𝑔𝑑(x), ℎ𝑑(x) respectively, and 𝐻∗(u), 𝐻𝑑

∗(u) are the complex
conjugate of H(u), 𝐻𝑑(u). Some optimization algorithms can then be
used to minimize Eq. (7). The hybrid particle swarm algorithm proposed
by P. G. Zhang et al. can approaches the global minimum for the PD
phase retrieval with high reliability and accuracy [25], thus we will use
this optimization algorithm to the PD.

3. LC AOS

The optical layout of LC AOS is shown in Fig. 2. The light from the
focus of the telescope is collimated by lens 1 (L1), next a tip/tilt mirror
(TTM) corrects the tip/tilt of phase distortion. Then the light is divided
into two paths by long wavelength pass filter (LWPF), wavelengths
shorter than 700 nm are reflected to the Shack–Hartmann wavefront
sensor (SH-WFS), and the long wave band from 700 nm to 900 nm
will be transmitted to wavefront-correction branch. The LC-SLMs will
correct the light with the signal from the SH-WFS. Thus the LC AOS is
an open-loop system and this can improve the light energy collected by
the imaging camera.

The system −3 dB error rejection bandwidth is about 85 Hz. The
SH-WFS has 315 effective subapertures on a 20 × 20 microlens array
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Fig. 3. One section of raw image of the star, left is image with defocus, right is image in
focus.

to cover conjugate pupil image, which corresponds to 10 cm sampling
over the telescope aperture. The LC corrector used here is nematic.
It evolved from the LC corrector in Ref. [18]. Its response time is
0.75 ms and frame rate is 1.3 kHz. It has 256 × 256 pixels, pixel size
is 2.4 μm. It has a 1 𝜆 (𝜆 = 780 nm) phase modulation depth. The
LC-SLMs can modulate optical band from 700 nm to 900 nm, because
the wavelength dependence of the modulation is less in this waveband
and it can be ignored. Larger phase change can be achieved with the
kinoform method. To attain enough high diffraction efficiency of LC, 1
𝜆 phase modulation need be quantized by no less than 8 pixels. Then
the maximum phase change is about 8 𝜆 PV for defocus. The effective
focal length and diameter of imaging lens L7 are 460 mm and 17 mm
respectively. The imaging camera is Andor EMCCD (iXon Ultra 888)
with 1024 × 1024 pixels, and the pixel size is 13 μm × 13 μm. The readout
noise of the imaging camera is less than 1 e− with EM gain.

Given that LC-SLM is only useful for polarized light, two LC-SLMs are
used to correct two beams whose polarization direction is perpendicular
to each other. Meanwhile, it is easy to add any specific and known phase
diversity in one of LC-SLMs. To separate the two corrected images, the
LC-SLM with phase diversity is placed with a small tilt. Here the phase
diversity is defocus with 0.8𝜆 PV. One corrected beam and the other
corrected beam with known defocus will be imaged onto two separated
area on a charge coupled device (CCD). In post-processing the PD is used
to retrieve residual aberration and restore image with higher resolution.
Because of large computation of the PD algorithm, we get focused image
and defocused image in real time but apply phase diversity for post-
processing.

4. Experiments and results

The observations were conducted with 2-m telescope at Changchun
Institute of Optics, Fine Mechanics and Physics, Chinese Academy of
Sciences. The star was observed on March 23, 2018. Fig. 3 shows a
section of one image of the star HD 29139 with size 218 × 122 pixels.
There are two images of star, and the right is the image with LC AOS
correction, and the left is the image with LC AOS correction and defocus.

Fig. 5. Peak intensity of profile of the star before and after the PD. The red solid line with
triangle is data before the PD, the blue dotted line with dot is data after the PD.

The distance between two images is about 100 pixels, so the sample
number of one image for the PD is 100 × 100 pixels. In order to
compensate for the effect of total intensity difference of the two images,
a ratio was added to the defocused image, that is to say,

𝑔𝑑 =
∑

𝑔
∑

𝑔𝑑0
𝑔𝑑0, (9)

where 𝑔𝑑0 is the original defocused image, the sum is for the total
intensity of all pixels.

The two images used for the PD and deblurred image are shown as
Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) is focused image with residual aberration, Fig. 4(b) is
defocused image, and Fig. 4(c) is deblurred image with the PD. The star
spot is obviously smaller than Fig. 4(a). The comparison of normalized
intensity of profile is shown in Fig. 5. It is indicated that the peak
intensity increased by 66.7% after the PD, and the FWHM decreased
from about 10 pixels to 4 pixels. Given that a pixel corresponds to
0.05′′, angular resolution was improved from 0.5′′ to 0.2′′. Due to the
diffraction limit FWHM is 2 pixels, the resolution was improved from 5
times diffraction limit to 2 times diffraction limit. It can be seen that the
effect of the PD is obvious.

Table 1 gives results of eight frames. The average angular resolution
is in line with Fig. 4. The RMS of reconstructed wavefronts are also
presented. In fact, the wavefront and angular resolution are related to
each other with SR. Thus the reconstructed wavefront by the PD can be
verified with angular resolution of observed images. The SR of corre-
sponding wavefront can be calculated approximately by Eq. (10) [26]
as

𝑆𝑅 ≈ exp[−( 2𝜋𝜎
𝜆

)2], (10)

Fig. 4. Images of the star before and after the PD. (a) The focused image; (b) the defocused image; (c) the deblurred image by the PD.
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Table 1
Angular resolution and restored wavefront of the star in some frames.

Frame number Before the PD After the PD RMS of restored wavefront

1 0.44′′ 0.23′′ 0.1789 𝜆
2 0.51′′ 0.18′′ 0.4415 𝜆
3 0.58′′ 0.15′′ 0.2293 𝜆
4 0.46′′ 0.19′′ 0.1493 𝜆
5 0.45′′ 0.27′′ 0.2411 𝜆
6 0.52′′ 0.24′′ 0.3165 𝜆
7 0.41′′ 0.24′′ 0.2037 𝜆
8 0.40′′ 0.24′′ 0.3987 𝜆

Average 0.47′′ 0.22′′ 0.2949 𝜆

where 𝜎 is the RMS of the wavefront, 𝜆 is the wavelength and 𝜆 = 780 nm.
The achievable angular resolution of the telescope can be expressed
approximately as a function of the SR [27] as

𝜃 ≈ 1.22 𝜆

𝐷
√

𝑆𝑅
, (11)

where D is the diameter of the telescope. From the average RMS of
wavefronts in Table 1, the average angular resolution after AO can be
calculated and is about 0.54′′. This is close to the measured average
value of 0.47′′, which indicates that the wavefronts reconstructed from
the PD are reasonable.

5. Conclusion

In this work, the PD technique was applied to LC AOS with 2-m
telescope. Two LCSLMs were used for two polarized states of light,
and they were also used for two channel correction of focused image
and diversity image. The experimental results after the PD show that
the FWHM of the star was improved from 10 pixels to 4 pixels, and
the angular resolution correspondingly was improved from 0.5′′ to
0.2′′. The RMS of the wavefront estimated using the PD agrees with
the SR of the AO corrected image. The results indicate that the PD
technique can significantly improve the image resolution after LC AOS.
This technique can be widely used in large aperture telescopes for
astronomical observations, fluorescence microscopy, retinal adaptive
optics imaging and other fields related to high resolution imaging.
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